
Consequences of Urges DBT Worksheet

Client’s Name:                                                                                 Date: 

CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR URGES

Reflections

What thoughts and feelings did you experience while you completed the list of Pros and Cons? 

Were there any items on your list that surprised you? List them down and elaborate. 

CONSEQUENCES (SHORT-TERM and LONG-TERM)

Instructions: Identify which pros and cons have short-term consequences - ones that can impact you 
today - and long-term consequences - ones that can impact your future. 

Short-term pros: 

Short-term cons: 

Long-term pros: 

Long-term cons: 

Pros Cons

Acting on Harmful Urges to: Pros of acting on my harmful 
urges, giving in/up, or avoiding 
what needs to be done.

Cons of acting on my harmful 
urges, giving in/up, or avoiding 
what needs to be done. 

Resisting Harmful Urges to: Pros of resisting harmful urges, 
doing what has to be done, or 
not giving up.

Cons of resisting my harmful 
urges, doing what needs to be 
done, or not giving up.



Reflections

What thoughts and feelings did you have as you completed the short-term and long-term 
consequences list?

Rating

On a scale of 1 to 10 - with 1 = not very helpful, 5 = moderately helpful, and 10 = extremely helpful), 
how helpful was this exercise?

What did you learn from this exercise?

Reference: Pipitone, E., & Doel, A. (2020). Using a Pros and Cons List to Identify the Consequences of 
Your Urges. In The DBT Assignment Workbook: 50 Dialectical Behavior Therapy Activities (pp. 67–71).)


	Acting on Harmful Urges toRow1: Overeat
	Pros of acting on my harmful urges giving i nup or avoid i ng what needs to be doneRow1: I get to eat all of the food that makes me happy. I don't feel like the words of others affect or control me. 
	Cons of acting on my harmful urges giving inup or avoiding what needs to be doneRow1: I feel really sick and nausous after I overeat. I feel worse than I originally did because I feel guilty for eating that much. 
	Resisting Harmful Urges toRow1: Overeat
	Pros of res i sting harmful urges do i ng what has to be done or not g i ving upRow1: I feel better physically. I am motivated to look for other ways to cope that are healthier mentally, emotionally, and physically. 
	Cons of resist i ng my harmful urges doing what needs to be done or not giv i ng upRow1: I don't get to enjoy all of the food I bought for myself and I feel bad for that. I have to look for something else to distract me from my negative feelings. 
	Text19: 
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	Text20: 
	0: I felt guilty and regret for all the times I didn't consider the pros of resisting my harmful urges and immediately giving in. At the same time, I also feel hopeful because I learned that there's still a reason for me not to give into my urges. 
	1: 
	0: I was surprised by my answers to the "Pros of Acting on Harmful Urges". I didn't expect to realize the reason why I overeat and how it helps my mental and emotional health. 

I was also suprised with my answers to the "Cons of Acting on Harmful Urges". I never though that the negative feelings I had - physically and mentally - were mostly caused by my overeating. 
	1: 
	0: Getting to eat all of the things that can make me happy. Not feeling like the words of others affect or control me. 
	1: I don't get to enjoy all of the food I bought for myself and I feel bad for that.  I have to look for something else to distract me from my negative feelings. 
	2: I feel better physically (when I don't overeat). I am motivated to look for other ways to cope that are healthier mentally, emotionally, and physically. 
	3: I feel really sick and nauseous after I overeat. I feel worse than I originally did because I feel guilty for eating that much. 



	Text21: 
	0: I was surprised to realize that there are cons that can affect me long term when, in the moment, I really thought that it's only a short-term consequence. 
	1: I will give the exercise an 8. 
	2: I learned that there are reasons why I have these urges and that there are also reasons that I can remind myself with when I feel like acting upon my harmful urges. 



